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Abstract—Automation systems occupy an important place in
todays industry, from manufacturing to electrical grid protection
and control and much more. They perform complex functions
with high reliability requirements. The reliability analysis of such
systems is a demanding task for the system engineers. Consequently efficient means to compute the reliability and ways to
automatically suggest reliability improvements are needed. To
this end, we propose two methods for automatic suggestion of
reliability improvements based on duplication and upgrades of
automation and communication equipment. The first method
identifies critical devices in the system to improve reliability in
a greedy manner and the second method recommends reliability
improvements using a genetic algorithm. Both methods are
evaluated on synthetic and real automation networks topologies,
and they identify reliability improvement solutions in a timely
manner.
Index Terms—Reliability analysis, Reliability improvement,
System Reliability

devices or by duplicating them. We present two methods
for automatic suggestions of reliability improvements. The
first method identifies the most critical device in the system
and tries to improve the reliability in a greedy manner. The
second method generates sets of non-dominated solutions
with respect to improvement cost and reliability gain using
the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II [8]. Both
methods improve the reliability by applying different levels of
redundancy to the devices of a given automation system. The
performance of both methods are evaluated against different
randomly generated industrial automation networks, and a real
world example. Note that the same methods can be applied for
availability improvement suggestions as well by replacing the
reliability calculation with an availability calculation.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automation systems comprise of multiple interconnected
devices that perform various mission critical functions. These
functions have high reliability requirements in order to
guarantee the safety and efficiency of such systems. The
introduction of standards in automation systems, such as IEC
61850 [1], has facilitated interoperability and flexible allocation
of functions. This implies that automation system solutions
often include devices from multiple vendors, and they can be
highly customized to fit to the customer needs. Lately, there is
also an increasing cost pressure on vendors to reduce the capital
and maintenance cost of automation systems. Accordingly, the
system design engineers are confronted with the challenge of
designing a solution that fulfills the reliability requirements
of functions, while keeping the cost low. To this end, the
design engineers have to analyze the reliability and cost of
different options. In case a solution does not fulfill the reliability
requirements, then the required reliability is typically achieved
by means of introducing redundancy at various levels of the
system. This manual exploration of the solution space is tedious
and laborious due to the high degree of topological complexity
and network redundancy. An automatic exploration of the
solution space for reliability improvements can not only reduce
the time required for system design but also can help to make
better decisions.
While previous work has focused on the network design,
the placement of equipment or the addition of communication
links, this paper studies how existing automation networks
can be improved by replacing devices with more reliable

Reliability computation is typically divided into three tasks:
first the input (system description, including network topology)
is transformed into a graph, then mincuts or minpaths on this
graph are enumerated. They are then used to compute the
probability that the system will be up at a given time, as
opposed to be in a failed state (down). A cut is a set of nodes
that disconnects a graph when removed. It is minimal (mincut)
if no subset is also a cut. A path is a set of devices and links
that chain from a source to a target. It is minimal (minpath) if
no subset is also a path. In other words, the probability that
the vertices of the graph are in a good state is calculated for
all mincuts. Typically, the vertices of the constructed graph
are the computing and I/O devices and also the networking
components, while the edges represent the dependencies of
the components. Thus a cut is a set of vertices that make the
system fail if they are all down. There are two main issues when
computing the reliability of the system based on this approach.
Firstly, minpath/mincut enumeration is a NP-hard problem
(Ball [4]). Secondly, the elements in minpaths or mincuts are
not necessarily disjoint. As a result, the reliability is typically
computed using the classic inclusion and exclusion formula
that entails substantial computational complexity (Rausand and
Hyland [22]).
Several techniques have been presented over the years in
order to tackle the complexity of reliability computation. The
reliability computation methods can be classified into two
categories: reliability approximation methods and exact reliability methods. Reliability approximation methods (Gobien [10],
Sebastio et al. [23]) focus on finding the most relevant minpaths

or mincuts instead of enumerating all of them. The upper and bility improvements based on the aforementioned modifications
lower bounds are then computed based on these mincuts and for automation system functions. To the best of our knowledge,
minpaths. These methods provide the exact reliability value this is the first work that considers this problem with device
when run to completion. However, these methods use a large duplication and upgrades for arbitrary automation networks. In
amount of memory and only focus on two-terminal reliability, power systems research, the placement of (electrical) switches
i.e. the reliability between a pair of devices. Exact reliability for fault isolation in radial distribution systems [16] and
computation methods focus on computing the reliability based planning for distributed generators and cross-connections are
on non-disjoint minpaths or mincuts. The methods used Sum of studied [30]. Other related work in this area focuses on adding
Disjoint Product (SDP) (Hariri and Raghavendra [11], Yeh [27] links only and is targeted at road [29] or communication
[28]) which are impractical already for medium-sized networks, networks [3].
because of the exponential number of minpaths/mincuts. To
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
this end, factoring/decomposition methods were devised (Misra
[17], Wood [26]). They are more efficient than SDP-based
An automation network contains multiple input and output
methods but still not good enough for medium sized networks. devices as well as computing devices, e.g., controllers. These
Currently, many exact reliability methods use Binary Decision devices are interconnected with each other via networking
Diagrams (BDD) (Chang et al. [6], Lin et al. [15]). BDDs components, i.e. network devices and links. As a consequence,
(Akers [2], Bryant [5]) are considered to be the state-of-the-art a subset of all these devices and links need to be operational at
data structure to represent Boolean expressions. A BDD is a all times for the correct operation of the system function. We
rooted, directed, acyclic graph in which every non-leaf node assume that the devices can be in a working or failed state. For
has two children. The reliability can be recursively computed simplicity, we also assume independent failures and a constant
on both children of each BDD node, starting from the root failure rate for the devices and links of industrial automation
node. Lin et al. [15] propose an efficient recursive merge systems, however, our methods can easily be extended to
mincut algorithm for computing the reliability and availability incorporate other failure models.
of networks. This method was later adapted to the evaluation
In order to compute the reliability of an industrial automaof reliability analysis of functions by Sivanthi and Görlitz [24]. tion system function and to suggest improvements with an
The advantage of this method is that it enumerates the mincuts associated cost, our model describes the devices and links in
using the recursive merge algorithm on s − t graphs (graphs the system together with their MTTF and cost.
with special source/target nodes s and t) constructed using
Functions model the information necessary to provide
communication paths between the I/O and computing devices. services the system has been designed for. They describe which
This prevents the recursive merge algorithm from loosing devices act as inputs/outputs (I/O nodes) and which devices
computation time on irrelevant parts of the network. After execute the function (dependent nodes). This information is
the mincut computation, a BDD is used to recursively compute expressed in the form of a dependency expression with AND
the reliability of the function.
and OR operators. In the example function in Fig. 1, d1 is
Several methods for reliability improvement in networks the dependent node (e.g., a controller) and d5 and d6 are I/O
based on heuristics algorithms are presented in the literature. nodes (e.g., sensors or actuators). Furthermore, the OR operator
Kim and Gen [13] propose a heuristic approach based on (”|”) between d5 and d6 implies that they are redundant: at
genetic algorithms to find near-optimal solutions in designing least one of them needs to be in a working state in order for
spanning tree networks. They rearrange the connections of the function to execute successfully. An AND operator (”&”)
user nodes to a backbone network to optimize the reliability means that both devices need to be in a working state, i.e. they
and the cost of the network. Kumar et al. [14] also propose are not redundant. The reliability of each function is considered
a reliability optimization method based on genetic algorithm individually i.e. one at a time.
to solve a network expansion problem by rearranging the
For the reliability computation it is not necessary to distinpossible connections between the nodes. Cheng [7] uses a guish between automation and communication equipment. As a
genetic algorithm approach to minimize the cost of links in a consequence the following entities are part of the model devices,
backbone network, knowing beforehand the set of node and links and function. The devices and links represent the topology
the price of the links between each pair of nodes and with the of the automation network. Devices include automation and
constraint that the network must be tolerant against single point control equipment (e.g., controllers, sensors and actuators) as
of failure. The approaches presented in [7], [13], [14] tackle well as communication equipment (e.g., switches and gateways).
the reliability optimization problem using a genetic algorithm The size of a network is measured with respect to the number
approach but only consider the links connecting the nodes of devices, i.e. a network of size x contains x devices. The
together. In this paper, we tackle the problem by applying model is summarized in Fig. 1.
different levels of redundancy at the device level, allowing for
In industrial automation networks, it is common to specify
duplication or upgrade of devices.
static routing paths for information flow when deploying the
This paper aims at providing automatic suggestion of relia- network. (Redundant) paths connecting the dependent node

dependent node

l1

l2

The first step is to transform the dependency expression into
a graph DG in which the AND elements are represented by a
d1
series structure and OR elements are represented by a parallel
MTTF : ...
structure. The recursive merge algorithm for enumerating
cost : ...
mincuts [15] is executed on this graph to generate mincuts
d3
d2
M CS1 . Each mincut thus generated consists of a set of devices,
l3
l4
which when failing together will cause the function to fail.
Function: d1 → d5 | d6
Note that the function is not operational when not only
d4
the
devices in the cut set jointly fail but also when all
l5
communication paths to the devices fail. Therefore, for each
network
mincut generated in the first step, the paths between devices in
the mincut and the dependent node are considered. This second
step generates a graph SG for each mincut in M CS1 , where SG
d6
d5
represents the elements of the mincut and the communication
paths in between. The recursive merge algorithm is then
I/O nodes
paths:
executed on all SG graphs corresponding to the mincuts in
● d5 - ... - l5 - d4 - l3 - d2 - l1 - d1
M CS1 , and the resulting mincuts are stored in M CS2 . M CS2
● d5 - ... - l5 - d4 - l4 - d3 - l2 - d1
now contains all mincuts for computing the function reliability.
● d6 - ... - l5 - d4 - l3 - d2 - l1 - d1
The mincuts in M CS2 are not necessarily mutually disjoint,
● d6 - ... - l5 - d4 - l4 - d3 - l2 - d1
i.e. an element can appear in more than one mincut, this
makes the reliability calculation more complex. To reduce
Figure 1. Overview of the system model
the complexity, a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is then
constructed. An inherent property of BDD is that all paths
and the I/O nodes are thus precomputed. This allows us to from its root node to its leaf nodes are mutually exclusive. The
focus the computation on the reliability analysis and not on BDD for the reliability computation is constructed from M CS2 ,
path discovery, which is another complex problem on its own. where the elements of each mincut in M CS2 are represented
All networks considered in this paper satisfy the following using BDD AND operators. As each mincut in M CS2 can
individually make the function fail, this is represented using
assumptions:
BDD OR operations.
• The topology is connected.
Let RX (t) denote the probability that a component X is
• Component failures are independent from each other and
in
operation state at time t, and MTTF be the Mean Time
their failure rate is constant.
To
Failure of the component. Under the assumption that the
• A component is either in the working state (up) or in the
failures
are independent and the failure rates are constant
failed state (down).
this
corresponds
to (1). The reliability of the function is then
• There can be one or more paths between the dependent
computed by 1 − P root , i.e. from the root node of the BDD,
node and I/O nodes.
where P v in (2) is the unreliability calculated recursively on
• All paths from any I/O node to dependent nodes are
the left children (P nl ) and right children (P nr ) of BDD node
precomputed off-line.
v.
• There are no software failures.
Component-type

−t

IV. R ELIABILITY C OMPUTATION

RX (t) = e XM T T F

(1)

An industrial automation system function is reliable if all
P v = (1 − RXv (t)) · P vl + RXv (t) · P vr
(2)
components required for successful operation of the function
are reliable. The components are the I/O devices, the device
The computation time for generating all mincuts can be
which executes the function (dependent node), the network reduced by splitting the graphs at the articulation points and
devices and links along the path to I/O devices. To this end, running the recursive merge algorithm on the biconnected
for each function only the relevant part of network topology is components. This provides a speed up of 50% to 85%
considered for the network model. The generation of mincuts when applied to randomly generated industrial automation
for computing the function reliability can be complex since networks [9].
the function can have AND and OR dependencies on multiple
groups of input/output devices, which can be redundant, and
V. R ELIABILITY I MPROVEMENTS
can be connected to the dependent node via redundant paths.
Therefore, a two step approach is used for generating the
This section discusses two approaches that improve function
mincuts and is described in Algorithm 1.
reliability by exploring different modifications to the network

Algorithm 1 Reliability Computation
Input: G
. Network graph
Input: D
. Dependency function
M CS1 ← {}
. mincuts
Step 1:
DG = CreateDependencyGraph(D)
M CS1 = RecursiveMerge(DG)
Step 2:
for all mcs ∈ M CS1 do
P = DeducePaths(G, mcs)
SG = CreateGraph(P,mcs)
M CS2 = M CS2 ∪ RecursiveMerge(SG)
end for
Step 3:
BDD = CreateBDD(M CS2 )
ComputeReliability(BDD)

of x. The impact of these modifications on the topology as well
as their implications on the cost model are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Topology changes due to duplications (left) and upgrades (right)

A. Greedy approach

The first approach towards reliability improvement suggestion is based on selecting components greedily for a duplication
or upgrade based on the importance of the components for the
function reliability. We first list the importance measures we
considered and then describe the greedy algorithm in more
in line with the following assumptions.1
detail.
1) Importance measure: Rausand and Høyland [22] describe
Assumption 1. Devices can be upgraded
methods to compute the importance of devices in a system.
The simplest modification is to replace a device by another The methods are summarized briefly here.
device that fulfills the same function and has a higher MTTF.
(A) Birnbaum measure: The Birnbaum importance measure
This implies when a device is upgraded, it is replaced by a
I B (i, t) is computed as the difference between the system
component in the same category with a better MTTF.
reliability given that the component i is functioning at time
t and the reliability of the system with component i in
Assumption 2. Two devices cannot be merged
failed state. The measure is dependent on the structure of
In a series structure, the total reliability is the product of
the network and the reliabilities of the other components.
each component’s reliability. Thus it might be interesting to
consider merging two devices together. However some devices
I B (i, t) = R(1i , t) − R(0i , t)
(3)
must stay physically close to some other device, i.e two devices
A and B connected over WiFi or Bluetooth. Merging A with (B) Improvement potential (IP): The IP measure is obtained
another device C would increase the distance between A and
similarly to the Birnbaum measure with the difference that
B, lowering their ability to communicate.
it takes the reliability of the component into account. It is
computed as the difference between the system reliability
Assumption 3. Devices can be duplicated
considering that the component i is replaced by an ideal
Another possible modification is to create redundancy by
one and the actual system reliability.
duplicating a device and all its connections. This will add paths
between the sources and targets and thus improve the reliability
I IP (i, t) = R(1i , t) − R(t)
(4)
of the function. More precisely, all paths going via the original
(C) Risk achievement worth (RAW): The RAW measure is the
device are replicated through the duplicated device.
ratio of system unreliability with the component removed
Link duplication and upgrade are also valid modifications
from the system and the unreliability of the actual system.
but considering them implies a larger search space. In order to
The
higher the ratio, the more important is the component
keep computation times low, they are not taken into account.
for system reliability.
Assumption 4. For device upgrades the difference between
1 − R(0i , t)
their costs is spent.
I RAW (i, t) =
(5)
1 − R(t)
We assume that upgrading device x to device y yields a cost
(D) Risk reduction worth (RRW): The RRW measure is the
of cost(y)P
− cost(x) and duplicating device x yields a cost of
ratio of system unreliability and the unreliability of the
cost(x)+ i cost(linkx,i ), for all nodes i which are neighbors
system considering that component i is replaced by an
1 The addition of a communication link between two devices may shorten the
ideal one. It represents how much the unreliability can be
path between an I/O node and a dependent node for a relatively low cost and
decreased if the component is upgraded.
thus increase reliability significantly. As this aspect of reliability improvements
has been studied in related work (see Section II), we do not consider link
additions in this paper.

I RRW (i, t) =

1 − R(t)
1 − R(1i , t)

(6)

Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm
input network, function, max iterations, max duplications,
importance measure
it = 0, duplications = 0
while it < max iterations ∧ improvements possible do
Instances = {}
/*Descending order of importance*/
C = Sort(Importance(network, function))
/*Get the most critical device*/
dev = C[0]
2) Algorithm: The greedy approach for reliability improveif duplications < max duplications then
ment exploits the importance of components. It greedily
Instances.add(network.Upgrade(dev))
improves the reliability by duplicating or upgrading devices
Instances.add(network.Duplicate(dev))
in the network one at a time. The algorithm’s execution can
else
be decomposed in three steps. First, the most critical device
Instances.add(network.Upgrade(dev))
is identified using one of the importance measures described
end
if
in Section V-A. Second, two new instances of the network
/*Select
the instance with highest reliability*/
are created, in one instance the device and its connections are
network
= max(Reliability(Instances))
duplicated and in the other instance the device is upgraded.
if
max(Reliability(instances)
is a duplication then
Finally, the reliability of each instance is computed and the
duplications++
network instance with highest reliability is considered for the
end if
next iteration. These steps are repeated for a given number of
it++
iterations. The number of paths using the device is doubled,
end
while
with each device duplication. In order to avoid an explosion of
the number of paths leading to complex graphs for the mincut
algorithm, the number of duplications is limited. Once this
limit is reached, the greedy algorithm stops duplicating devices. In order to find different trade-offs between the cost due
It then simply creates only one network instance in which the to modifications and the reliability gain, the situation is
device with the highest importance measure is upgraded. It posed as a multi-objective optimization problem that is solved
should be noted that duplicating a device modifies the topology using Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA2) [8].
and thus the mincuts need to be enumerated again. On the The NSGA2 algorithm sorts the individual solutions of the
other hand, upgrading a device only requires to recompute the population based on their ranks. The rank of a solution is
reliability on the BDD because the topology stays unchanged. defined by the number of solutions that it dominates [21].
The algorithm stops when the maximum number of iterations In our problem setting, the solutions with higher ranks have
has been reached or no further improvements are possible lower cost and higher relative reliability gain than lower rank
because the number of duplications has been reached and no solutions. The members that have equal rank are grouped into
devices can be upgraded anymore. The pseudocode of this the same front. The algorithm finds multiple fronts where the
method is shown in Algorithm 2.
members of the fronts with higher ranks dominate the members
Note that this algorithm can be adapted to take the cost of of the fronts with lower ranks. The population for the next run
the improvements into account by incorporating the cost in is selected using binary tournament selection based on the rank
the importance function and/or by selecting the instance to and crowding distance, which is a measure of how close the
keep using a weighted sum of cost and reliability instead of member is to its neighbors with respect to their chromosomes.
The first half of the rank sorted population is used to generate
deciding only based on reliability.
new off springs by means of crossover and mutation. The
B. Evolutionary Approach
parents and the offspring constitute the population for the next
The principle behind genetic algorithms is to mimic the run. The algorithm continues until the maximum number of
process of natural evolution to solve optimization problems. A iteration is reached and at the end the solutions from the first
genetic algorithm works on a population of solutions called front are stored in the result set. Thus this method considers
chromosomes. Pairs of chromosomes are selected from the not only the reliability of improvements but also their costs.
initial population to generate new chromosomes by crossover. The pseudocode of this method is shown in Algorithm 3.
The newly generated chromosomes undergo gene mutation
The advantage of using NSGA2 is that it requires no
before being added to the new population. Only the best half knowledge of the problem at hand and is thus often used
of the population is kept for the next round of generations. The as a black box, i.e. an encoding scheme is used and the
probabilities of both mutation and crossover, the population size, meta-heuristics does not know what the encoding represents.
and the maximum number of generations can be configured. Binary is the most commonly used encoding and it is valid
(E) Fussell-Vesely’s measure (FV): FV’s measure calculates
the probability that at least one minimal cut set Dji that
contains component i has failed at time t given that the
system has failed at time t as shown in (7), where P (Dji , t)
is the probability that the minimal cut set Dji containing
component i has not failed at time t.
Q
1 − j P (Dji , t)
FV
I (i, t) =
(7)
1 − R(t)

VI. E VALUATION

Table I
D ESCRIPTION OF B ITSTRINGS
Binary
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Modification
Device stays unchanged
Device is upgraded once
Device is upgraded twice
Device is upgraded thrice
Device is duplicated once
Device is duplicated once and then one is upgraded once
Device is duplicated once and then one is upgraded twice
Device is duplicated once and then both are upgraded once

for our problem at hand. Following the assumptions made
earlier, we devise an encoding scheme illustrated in Fig. 3. A
chromosome comprises of sequence of all devices considered
for improvements. Each of these devices is represented by a
sequence of 3 bits whose meaning is shown in Table I.
...

device n

{
{

chromosome: device 1 device 2
3 bits

3 bits

Figure 3. Encoding scheme

The encoding allows up to two duplicates for every device
or to upgrade the device up to three times. To allow for
more upgrades, one can add more encoded bits to the bit
string. Allowing for more duplications however will greatly
increase the computation time as the minimum cuts need to
be enumerated anew. For the same reasons as in the greedy
approach, only a limited number of duplications is allowed in
one chromosome. If a suggested solution involves the upgrade
of a device that is not upgradable, i.e. it is at the top of
the upgrade chain, or duplicates more devices than allowed,
then the chromosome is declared invalid and a new one is
generated. Not invalidating these chromosomes would allow
distinct chromosomes to have the same value in the nondominated front.
Algorithm 3 Genetic Algorithm
input network, function, max iterations, max duplications,
population size, crossover probability, mutation probability
iterations = 0, duplications = 0
R = {}
. Set of results
P = CreateInitialPopulation(network, population size)
SortPopulationByRank(P)
while iterations < max iterations do
C = SelectFirstHalf(P)
O = GenerateOffspring(C, crossover probability, mutation probability)
P =C∪O
SortPopulationByRank(P)
end while
R = GetFirstRankSolution(P)

In this section we describe our results obtained from the
evaluation of the greedy and the evolutionary approach (denoted
by GA in this section) on synthetic automation networks.
We compare the computation time, the relative reliability
gain and the relative improvement cost of both approaches.
All experiments are conducted on a 64-bit Linux machine
with 2.2 GHz Intel CPU and 64 GB RAM. We considered
measurements on 100 different randomly generated instances
for experiments with synthetic automation networks. We used
the jMetalCpp2 NSGA2 library for the evolutionary approach.
Our implementation of the recursive merge algorithm uses
the Boost Graph Library3 . The reliability computation uses
the Colorado University Decision Diagram (CUDD) library
presented by Somenzi [25]. Box-and-Whisker plots are used
to represent the data resulting from the following experiments.
The box spans from the 1st quartile to the 3rd quartile. The
median (2nd quartile) is represented by an horizontal line inside
the box. The length of the whiskers is set to 1.5 times the
interquartile range (width of the box).
A. Synthetic Automation Networks
Typical automation networks with high dependability requirements often contain ring network parts (HSR [12]) and parallel
network parts (PRP [12]). Furthermore they are sparse and
often follow a hierarchical layout. Thus they can be represented
by generalized block graphs with cycles and complete bi-partite
graphs as motifs [19]. Here PRP networks correspond to a
K2,n complete bi-partite graph, with n − 1 leaf nodes and one
aggregating node. Analogously a cycle corresponds to a HSR
ring. In our experiments, we thus generate random synthetic
automation networks using blockgraphs.
The synthetic networks are generalized block graphs. Four
motifs are considered in place of the cliques in standard
block graphs: series, ring networks (HSR [12]), star networks
and parallel networks (PRP [12], complete bipartite graphs,
K2,k+1 ). The generation process starts with one of these motifs
and recursively appends more of the above motifs to randomly
chosen nodes until the maximal network size (i.e. the number of
devices) is reached. To each of the devices and links the lowest
cost and MTTF of their component category are assigned.
Once the network is constructed, the next task is to create a
dependency function and to define all paths.
The I/O devices are chosen randomly among all the devices
according to the given proportion of network size, and the
dependency expression is built by recursively splitting this set
of devices in two groups and adding an AND or OR operator
in the middle. In order to keep the networks analyzable, the
OR operators involve at most four devices. In other words, OR
operators are only allowed in the lower levels of the dependency
expression. Finally, up to k shortest paths between each I/O
device and the dependent node are extracted. In case there are
2 http://jmetalcpp.sourceforge.net/
3 http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1

63 0/libs/graph/doc/index.html

Table II
C ATEGORIES OF COMPONENTS
Category
High-end computing
device
Low-end computing
device
Networking devices
Special devices
Links

Cost [kUSD]
min
max

MTTF [years]
min
max

5

10

45

55

0.1

5

40

50

0.5
20
0.1

3.5
50
1

18
250
50

22
310
60

more than k paths available, then the first k shortest paths are
chosen.
Reliability improvement suggestion requires a cost function
to evaluate the cost of a solution. The cost function is the
sum of the cost of all components in the network. In our
evaluation the components are modeled by categories. The
number of components n and the range of values for their
cost and MTTF can be set in each category. The idea behind
this model is that a more reliable component with similar
functionality costs more. Following this reasoning, n costs and
n MTTF values are drawn from a uniform distribution ranging
from the minimum to the maximum values corresponding to
the category. Finally, n components are created with the n
MTTF values. The costs are assigned such that the most reliable
component is also the most expensive, the second most reliable
is the second most expensive, and so on until all costs are
assigned. Such a model allows for a higher level abstraction
of the actual cost model. Furthermore, it implicitly creates an
order for component upgrades that can be used for reliability
improvement, i.e. a component can be upgraded to the next
better one in the cost/MTTF scale.
Table II provides the values used in the cost function. The
Special devices category represents highly reliable and expensive devices such as circuit breakers or current transformers.
The cost and MTTF values are provided by industry references.
The MTTF value of components in one category vary from +/10%. The number of components per category is set to four
to keep it simple. Furthermore, randomly generated networks
considered for reliability improvements always start with every
device and link having the lowest value in the component
category. This is to see the potential gain starting from a totally
less reliable network to an optimized one.
The greedy approach and the GA approach are evaluated
using random generated synthetic automation network instances,
that have 30% nodes as I/O devices and use only AND
operators in the dependency function. For the generated
networks 2 communication paths between each I/O node and
the dependent node are precomputed where possible. The
number of iterations in both algorithms is set equal to two
times the network size. In order to evaluate the algorithms
for reliability improvements in a reasonable computation time,
the total number of duplications in the network is set to 6
in both algorithms. The networks considered for reliability

improvements start with every device and link having the
lowest values in the component entity type.
1) Importance Measures: First, the different importance
measures and their impact on the reliability improvement
suggestions of the greedy approach are evaluated. To this
end, the greedy algorithm is run with different importance
measures on the same network instances. The given importance
measure is used to rank and select the most critical device in
each iteration of the greedy algorithm. The relative cost for
improvements, relative reliability gain and the computation
time of the greedy algorithm for the different measures are
shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 respectively.

Figure 4. Relative cost for improvements of the different importance measures

Figure 5. Relative reliability gain of the different importance measures

For all network sizes, all except RAW output higher relative
reliability gain for a lower cost. This is because in RAW all
components in series will have the same importance irrespective
of their individual reliability values, and for components in
parallel RAW gives higher importance to the component with
highest reliability. This results in lower relative reliability gains
for higher cost. All other measures output similar relative cost
for improvements and relative reliability gain, but the greedy
approach computes faster when using RRW or IP as importance
measure. The Birnbaum and FV measures are slower that RRW
or IP and the slowest is RAW. The reason RRW and IP are

Figure 6. Computation time of the different importance measures

Figure 8. Relative reliability gain of Greedy and GA

faster is because both measures are based on upgrades, which
implies that the network topology is not changed and the
reliability can be simply calculated by using the new value for
the upgraded device. On the other hand, Birnbaum, FV and
RAW measures require recalculation of reliability without the
component. This implies that the IP and RRW are the measures
of choice when looking for the most critical components in
the network from the reliability improvement point of view.

Figure 9. Computation time of Greedy and GA

Figure 7. Relative improvement cost of Greedy and GA

2) Reliability Improvements: Let us now compare the
performance of the GA and Greedy approach. Greedy focuses
on the reliability gain, while NSGA2 takes the cost into account
as well. NSGA2 has quite a few parameters that affect the
outcome. Since it is not the focus of this paper to find the best
parameters, we have used the typical values for mutation and
crossover probabilities which are 1% and 90% respectively.
The relative cost for improvements, relative reliability gain and
the computation time of the greedy algorithm using RRW and
GA are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 respectively. It can
be seen from Fig. 8 that Greedy approach results in a higher
reliability gain than GA for all network sizes. The median
relative reliability gain is 6 to 12% lower than that of Greedy.
Moreover, GA produced results that have slightly higher cost
than the Greedy approach. The median relative improvement

cost of GA is 3 to 11% higher when compared to Greedy. The
computation time of GA is also higher than that of Greedy
and also has a larger variance in comparison to the Greedy
approach.
The individual solutions obtained by both approaches for an
example network instance of size 40 is shown in Fig. 10. The
figure shows the final set of solutions in the non-dominated
front of GA as well as the solutions produced in the different
iterations of the Greedy algorithm. The Greedy approach results
in a solution that has higher reliability than GA. Moreover, for
an equivalent cost, the solutions produced by GA have higher
reliability gains than that of the solutions produced by Greedy
algorithm as can be seen from Fig. 10. When given enough time,
GA would eventually find the solution with higher reliability
or even a better one than Greedy. Hence, if the objective is
to find a solution that improves the reliability quickly, then it
is better to use the Greedy approach. On the other hand, the
non-dominated front of the GA is best suited for analyzing the
Pareto trade-offs between cost and reliability.
B. Industrial Case Study
As a real-world case study we analyzed the NanoTera
smart grid project [18], a smart grid automation system at the
EPFL campus. The system performs real-time monitoring of a

Figure 10. Comparison of solutions generated by GA and Greedy approach

Figure 12. Improved NanoTera network

as shown in Fig. 11. See [18] for more details. The function
that is analyzed considers all the PMUs as I/O nodes and the
SE as the dependent node i.e. the dependency expression is
SE → PMU1 & PMU2 & PMU3 & PMU4 & PMU5.
The MTTF and the cost estimates of all components are
presented in Table III. Due to the symmetry in the network,
the importance of the devices depends on their types. The
converters have the highest importance because of their low
MTTF. Since the PMUs are not duplicated, they are crucial as
well. On the other hand the SE is of lower importance because
its MTTF is very high.
Table IV shows the values corresponding to the maximum
Figure 11. NanoTera network
reliability achieved using greedy algorithm and GA. The
maximum number of duplications and the number of iterations
are set to 10 and 20 respectively. The greedy algorithm uses
medium voltage grid using Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs).
RRW measure for selection of critical components. The results
The PMUs provide synchronized phasor measurements of
show that both the cost and the reliability improvement achieved
different feeders in the smart grid to the State Estimator (SE),
for NanoTera using the greedy algorithm are higher than that
which estimates the state of the smart grid. The communication
of the GA. Fig. 12 shows an improved reliability solution that
network for this project is built on previously existing copper
duplicates the converters, the PMUs, one of the DSLAMs and
telephone lines and thus the PMUs are directly connected
a Switch.
to Symmetrical High-speed Digital Subscriber Line modems
(SHDSL). At the other end of the telephone lines, a Digital
Table III
Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) merges the
C LASSES OF COMPONENTS
traffic into a single line and a converter takes care of
price [USD]
MTTF [years]
translating the packets from SHDSL to Ethernet. Finally a
Class
min
max
min
max
switch forwards packets from the Converter to the SE. The
PMU
1200
1600
50
55
SHDSL
160
210
25
30
PMUs communicate with the SE using the iPRP protocol [20],
DSLAM
4000
5000
45
50
which is an adaptation of the PRP protocol for IP networks.
Converter
100
150
8
11
In short, for every packet the PMUs send they also send
Switch
300
400
35
40
State Estimator
3000
4000
80
90
a duplicate on a disjoint path to the destination. Thus, the
Links
30
100
50
55
entire communication network described above is duplicated,

Table IV
R ELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS THROUGH GREEDY APPROACH
Method
Greedy
GA

Reliability [%]
Initial
Final
75.67
96.93
75.67
91.04

Cost [kUSD]
Initial
Final
541
1141
541
976

Computation
time [s]
52
102

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes two methods for reliability improvement
recommendations for automation system functions by applying
modifications to the automation system network. The first
method improves reliability using a greedy algorithm and the
second method uses genetic algorithm for making reliability
improvement recommendations. The greedy method converges
quickly to a solution with a higher reliability. It can be used
for quickly finding a solution with higher reliability gain. The
approach based on genetic algorithm is best suited for analyzing
the Pareto trade-offs between cost and reliability. As future
work, it would be interesting to parallelize the evaluation
of solutions of both approaches and to use approximation
algorithms as proposed in [23] and adapt them for the
computation of function reliability.
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